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" SHIRLEY TEMPLE IN 'HEIDI' TODAY AND SATURDAY -- GARY COOPER IN 'S

OULS AT SEA' STARTING SUNDAY Al NEW MAK° FU
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CHAMBER COMMERCE RAILWAY EXPRESS RED (ROSS ROLL
MET MONDAY NIGHT
MEN IN MEETING
CALL NOV. 11-15

---- The Fulnin Climber of Corn•
melee met at the Rainbow Room
Monday night. when plans wo
formulated for
installation of
appriemate lights alld decoraticau,
in the downtown business section
diming the Christmas hnlidays
Installation is to be bade immediately after Thanksgiving in charge
of a committee composed of A. G.
Baldridge, Bert Newhouse, Torn flue Guldsmith and Abe Thompson
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Cooking School Sponsored Here
By "The News" November 1-2-3

Agents and tannins es
the
f
The roll call of the American
Railway Express COMparly Met, Red Cros
s will be held this year
11
,
VO Manday afternoon in a lunc
h- from
November II to November ,,M4.4=104.4....0.4.•444m444•=4
.*•••
roll meeting at the Rainbow Roo
m 25, according to announcement
when plans for their fall and win- from Wash
ington, but preliminary
ilany Popular Home-Planning
ter program were discussed, C. H. work alre
ac'y has started in Ken
Ideas Presented; Gilts
Menial, local agent states. An im- tucky,
with meetings in many of
To
Be
mediate drive Li increase business the coun
Awa
rde
d
ties and several district
will be started, in order to take meetings alre
ady held in furtherTher
e is always something new glea
care of the salary increases that ance of orga
ming. convenient equipm
nization for the actual
ent
Twenty-five of Fulton's young under the sun
have been granted and maintain roll call
land cherry mformality, that the
which will end NovemauEnte
rtaining proof of that state- dien
business men held a luncheon
the same number of employes. ber 25, starting
ce really feels part of the
on Armistice Day.
lir
meeting at the Rambew Room merit will be presented by The scene. Soo
Thnse present at the meeting inIn recent years no state In thip
n the deft workers seems
, Tuesday night, when officers and News, which is bringing to The! to be talk
It was reported that some $600 cluded local employes and their Union, prob
ing
directly to each perably, in proportion to
directors of the Young Men's Bus- Strand Theatre a motion picture son in the
would be required to carry cou wives and visaing officials from populati
theatre, rather than to
on, has been better looked
that
pion
eers in fresh, semulating the puzz
the pnigram this year, with :dam. Memphis and other points.
led bride.
after, in times of stress, of flood iness Club were elected. L Kas treatment of the oldest and most
Mow, president pro
$300 of this already being avail
Aiming those attending were and disaster, than Kent
tern, presided,
Every listener will find a harvest
ucky
.
The
impo
rtan
t
subj
ect in the world—
and following the reading of the
able from the trade day fund At- Fred Howell, superint
of practical ideas among the au/endent, of Red Cross is the only organization
minutes of the last meeting, a Homemaking.
ter the body had agreed on the Memphis; W. M. Everett, trav
Re:stems for mere efficient homeeling ready to act at a minute's notice
plans, a finance committee was commercial agen
Lung ago the Cooking Scho
t, Memphis, G. J. i in case of emergence, because if vide by secret ballot was taken to
ol making, covering such daily probelect officers, with the tonna ing graduated from a curiosity to
named to raise the balance, and Savary, special agen
lems as laundry, refrigeration, upt, Memphis; its army of volunteers, its nurses,
named: ballot was taken to elec popular necessity in many part
this committee called on busini.ss A. Ittobinette, chie
its
phys
s of ti-date entertaining, beauty secrets
t
icians, and die only orf messenger if
'((jeers, with the following named: the country. Now it has graduate neW
firms Tuesday, meeting with suc- Memphis, F.
E. Horning, route ganization in America which can
d
S of modernized
home equipcessful results. The en:II:liane was agent, Paducah;
L. Kasnow, president; K. R. again, leaping this time into Holly- ment and tips on mak
Fred Stallins, command so largo a body of uning these
composed of Warren Graham,
Lewe, first vice president; Ernest wood stardcom.
paid workers as was called
mechanical servants yield the highJ. agent. Prmisson.
into Fall
For
0. Lewis, L. Kasnow, Paul Bushart
this
is no routine lecture, no
Jr., second vice president:
service in Kentucky during
degree of usefulness.
the
K. P. Dalton and K. R. Lowe.
Paul Bushart, secretary -treasurer, niethodical demonstration which
flood of last winter, the wors
Not
only will the picture be free,
t disThe News will give to the wom
the Board of Directors are J.
Yuletide lighting effects are
aster that has hit Kentuc
en but there will be a host of daily
L. of the
ky
in
community for three days gifts and surp
scheduled to include long streamRead, Bertes Pigue, Lynn Phip
many years.
rises arranged by the
ps. wiht
out charge, starting Nov. 1, 2, News and
ers of varocolored lights on each
W. K. Cummins and L. Kasnow
participating firms, who
.
The Trojans of Metropolis, Ill.,
------ side of Main, Walnut, Church,
Rules and by-laws for the nrgan- 3,
are joining forces to make the unJ. 0. Lewis. chairman of the
‘t ill play the Fulton High Scho
The News takes genuine prid
ol
lo- isation were perfecte
Lake, Cominiercial-av and Fourthe in usual entertainment available to
d and apcal
chapter of the Red Cross,
Bulldogs at the Fairfield park
bein
g among the first to spon
here
and :oanzed by the body
st to the Depot-st corner. Al tin
sor the community.
, which is to
a committee met last Thur
Friday afterniam. This is the seco
"The. Bride Wakes Up" a full
sday tree. every seco
nd
cial Christmas trees are to
Reserve Nov. 1, 2, and 3 on your
-length
nd and fourth
afternoon for the purpose of elec
be home game here this season.
feature picture, directed and
t• Tuesday nights. The
constriocted around the whiteway
filmed calendar now and plan to join
next
nua•
ting
ing
a
chai
rman
and committee to will be
The Bulldogs will go on the field
poles in the business district.
held next Tuesday night in Hollywood with competent cast out neighbors in Strand Thea
Last with their
tre,
to interpret the appealing stor
full power Friday in an make arrangements
and
take t which time Len Ask
year approximately 700 feet
y.
ew will be
. charge of the annu
of effort to defe
al American :9 charge.
Women young and old, and
at the highly-touted
lights were strung. while
men Thirty Additi
this Trojans. The
ons During
too, will appreciate the hum
local aggregation has Red Cross Roll Call. Bailey Hudyear 14,.000 feet will be inst
anness
The purpose of the Y. M. B.
alled been through
dle-sten was elected chai
C.
Bap
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if this romantic screen
let
t
siane stiff paces in
tital Here
rman of .nail be
to make Fulton one of the
story, in
to provide fin- the youngmost the past wee
revival of the First Baptist
which home problems have
k and are believed ti this committee with Miss Betty er
colorfully lighted cities in
been
busi
ness
and professional men sppr
this vi- be in the
Koehn and Mrs. Mansfiel
best condition.
oached from an entirely new Church closed Thursday night of
d Mar- of Fulton
cinity.
a training in citizenship angl
tin, assisting.
e.
Entertainment, profitable last week, which was very sucby an oprx.irtunity to take
part instruction, humor
Work on the new overhead brid
The date for this mem
and romance are cessful with good attendance and
ber
ge
ship and co-operate with various
Two Cars Crash In
civic woven definitely into
across the railroad yards at
I drive has not been defi
Ricenitely an- bodies in promoting the
a production an addition of thirty members to
commer- which abounds in
salle is making steady progress
nounced but will be held
Accident at Wahl- t
ingenious camera the church roster.
, and
between cial, industrial, civic
and educa- studies and
should be completed the latt
the dates of Novemb
The pastor, Rev. Woodrow Fuller
remarkable close-ups.
er part
er 11 and tional activities of the
community The camera has
of December unless weat
Nov
Hemp Lewis, of near Water
is especially pleased with the mornemb
er 25. Fulton's quot
her condimode
rniz
Valed
and
a for
the
a medium fel- the promotio
tions retard construction.
this year's drive will
n Cooking School, magnifyi
ing services, held at 6:40 A. M.,
ley, end Elvis Neely ef
When
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new chocolate layer cake
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CLUB MEETING
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overturned three times on
The Garden Department
FULTON HOSPITAL
the culinary
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Mr and Mrs
Lomond Bard.
Mrs. Vadu Bard spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Hampton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Collier spent
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Boaz.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stephens,
Mrs. Maine Reed and Miss Lillian
Bard attended the fair in Union
City Friday.
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CRUTCHFIELD NEWS

ssiss Les acct. after a on paint removal, wax and oil apShort visit in Detroit, Mich., with plications. Mrs. Thompson gave
By Sue Bransford
the latter's sister. Mr. and Mrs., fur her minor project "What
The boys of the school played
Miss Ella Marie Brown of near Charles Thompson.
Shrubs to Use" A list of more
Monday afternoon. The scores 15
Mr. and Mrs Rhol Howard of than forty shrubs both decidlous
Clinton spent the week end here
the outsiders in a softball 011111
Fulton visited relatives hero Sun- and evergreen was given to be
visiting friends.
to 13.
The marriage on July 11th of Miss day.
used.
We are to play our last softball
Gertrude Moore to Mr. Clots
Mrs. Dee Wade spent Saturday
The prograni conductor Mrs.
game, Tuesday evening.
with
Veatch was announced Sunday, with Mrs. Seines.
Fred llsndurant was absent Mrs
Woodland Mills at Woodland.
October 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Notes had Rox Bard presented the program
A very interesting program will
There will be a Musical Contest as their Sunday guests, Mr. and ; "Frontier Music of the West." A
be given at the visitors hour here
held at the Crutchfield high school Mrs. Ira Sadlre and children of word contest completed the proFriday. The third and fourth
auditorium Friday night, Oct. 29. Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Stal- 1 gram.
grades sponsored by their teaches.
All are welcome to conic and par- lins and children of near here.
I The hostess served spiced tea
Miss Jones will be hostess at the
ticipate in these contests. Grand
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner spert and wafers to thirteen membe
rs,
occasion and all parents are urged
Last Friday Welch played Stella
prizes will be awarded.
Saturday night with her mother the agent and one visitor,.
Mrs.
Ruth at their Field Day. Welch
to be present..
The Literary Society of the Mrs. Ida Yates.
Walter Browder. The next meetA P. T. A. meeting will be held was defeated in both games, but
Crutchfield high school met FriMiss Sarah Singleton spent Mon- ing will be with Mrs. Silas
Bruce
at the close of the visiting
but
Coach
es Wright and Morrison
hour
day afternoon, Oct. IS in the high day night with Gladys Childers. November 19 at her home
west
and a e are insisting on all
were
proud
of
their
showi
ng
parschool auditorium. There was a
of town.
cots joining to help make this the against these strong teams.
good program rendered. Herbert
PALESTINE HOMEMAKER'S
best school year on record.
We are glad to welcome the stuBrown. r resale n t Uleeta Dodson,
Come out and meet your friends dents whom have been absent
You needn't ask a man's opinion
Palestine Homemakers club met
secretary. As this was the day for
at the Old Fiddlers Contest
from
of
school
any matter; just find out how
the
past
week.
Friday
election of new officers the Miss- at the home of Mrs. Clyde BurOct. 32.
Mr. and Mrs. Huron Mosely of
it affects his interests.
ing were elected: Ray Pate, presi- :tette October 15 at 1:30 p. m. The
Every individual is doomed to
Latham are the proud parents of
- - -dent; Willis Atteberry, vice presi- nieeting was called to order by
have a certain amount of trouble
a baby boy born Oct. 15.
dent; Doris Atteberry, sceretary. the chairman Miss Gus Browder none
of which ever results from
Miss Pearl Fagan, daughter of
The P. 'I'. A. meets right after the after which the club sang, "Home keepi
ng his mouth shut.
Jim Fagan and W. D. Morris, son
Literary Society. All parents are on the Range." Each member ansThere are two kinds of patriots
Mrs. Mintie Reed spent from; of Mrs. Lee Morris of near Dukeurged to attend and take part.
wered loll call by naming a na- III this country:
those who hate and
Saturday to Monday in Fulton dom were married this past FriThere was much excitement in tive shrub. After a short business fear war and those
Bob Burns, Arkansas bazookaday. They are planning to make
who are too
with relatives.
player of the radio. joins with Crutchfield Friday afternoon
when session Mrs. A. M. Browder Home old for service.
Martha Raye, new screen find, to , an areoplane
Mrs. Alex and Marvin Inman, their home with his mother.
landed in a field Improvement leader gave the lesWhy is it that the boy who can't
Chestnut Glade is going to have make the comedy romantic team
Mrs. John Dawes„ Mrs. Mintie
owned by Old Binford.
son
"Floo
Finish
r
es
Cover
and
sing
and the girl who can't play are
Reed spent Thursday with Mrs. H. a Field Day Friday, Oct. 22. There in Bing Crosby's "Rhythm on the
the following officers of the ings." She was assisted by the always the ones who do roost
Range
,"
at
the
Malco
Orphe
There
of the
um
will
be
ball
L. Putman.
games in the Theatr
e, 3 days starting Sunday,' Senior Class were elected: James agent who gave demonstrations practicing.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sams and afternoon. Central, Stella Ruth,' Oct. 24th.
Paul Williams, president; Ronald
Lewis Sams of Bardwell spent Wesley Chapel and Chestnut Glade I
Nugent, vice president; Ruth Chilteams
play.
Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Daisy
crowd attended.
ders, secretary.
Central presented a good play
Wolberton and son Edward.
The Box Supper at Beelerton
The Senior Class
purchased
at Lone Oak Saturday night. The High school
was a success Friday their rings last week.
characters were splendid.
night. Everyone enjoyed the conMiss Doretha Murphy spent the
Sunday is the regular meeting tests and games
which were held. week end with Clara Lee
Clark.
day at Good Springs. As we are Miss Corrinne Sisson
was chosen
Hiram Brown spent the week
receiving our new pastor, Brother as the prettiest
girl receiving a de- end with his grandparents
Mr. and
Jackson. we would like to see a licious cocoanut
cake. T. G. Clark Mrs. Dee Wade.
large congregation.
was chosen as the ugliest boy and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Childers
received a package of suckers. A and children
of Clinton were the
lease crowd attended and a good Sunday guest
of Mr. and Mrs. A.
time reported by all.
E. Green.
Locals
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Sadler and
Jack Frost came creeping over children of Fulto
n are spending a
Entertainments
the country Thursday night and few days
with her parents. Mr
The Homemakers Club met with left a nice
sample of his snowy and Mrs. S. A. Noise.
Mrs. Cecil Binford Wednesday white blanke
t.
Miss Mary Lou Stinnett spent
afternoon at 2:30 P. M. RefreshMr. and Mrs. Ed Brown are the week end
with Doris Atte,
ing: Misses; Jessie Wilson, Faye visiting
relatives in Detroit.
berry.
ments were served to the followMiss Mildred White spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Jones
Conley, Boone Walker, Mesdames week end
and
with Miss Frances Wal- daughter and Miss
Jessie Wadi!
Robert Gardner, Jessie Hicks, Guy ker.
spent the week end in Selme
Brown, S. J. Walker, Willard
r,
Mrs. Ray Pharis is reported on Tenn., visiti
ng Mrs. Jones mother,
Thompson, Aaron Kirby, Mettle the sick
list.
and Miss Wade's sister, Mr.
Guyn, Jessie Gardner, Russell
and
Several from the Wesley Ep- Mrs. T. E.
Mudaugh.
Bockman, Calvin Hicks, Ray Phar- wroth
League attended the Union
Mrs. Joe Herron of Water Val•PLAN YOUR NEXT PARTY
is, Bert Walker, Dentis McDaniel, rally held
in Fulton Monday night. ley is spending a few
_
days
with
Ishs BoaMiss Helen Pharis spew the relatives
AT LOWE'S NEW AND MODERN
•-11Foutora tsars Mood 114•41orei
,here with Mrs. Ida Yates:
tick aria John Ladd.
week end with
Batteries
Jean Hicks. and (emu:,
The Missionary Society met with
Miss Fay Conley spent the week
That'. oily Great ,.a,... deals...
Miss Lavern Yates returned home
the
Mrs. Guy Brown Saturday after- end with Mrs.
Nam Paler Mktg • ft 51 alen--the Sugar
Robert Gardner.
Wednesday after an extended
Dot) twIth 45 pieta-4,1 e ,tha !mows t,•
noon
visit
at
2:00.
Refre
shmen
ts were
Mrs. Claude Williams spent the with relatives
aseiatry's mat 0•••••-•u1
Y el the (4)0Ia yerv
in Nevada, Mo., and
served to the following: Mesdames week end with
'tato togas, tnan the ad.hat.
her daughter Mrs. Detroit, Mich.
No matter what ths sins. as 1.d
Jessie Hicks, Herbert Kirby, Geo. James Hicks.
UPSTAIRS OVER LOWE'S CAFE
•Mama ter gala, ragrowssad starting 1a
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turne
tat,
Gardn
r reer,
Aaron Kirby, Robert
tilers'§ NONE BETTER
The Rev. C. C. Clemens held
his
Gardner, Cecil Binford, Jessie regular appoi
:aro maey yet has that tato.. Id wait)
ntment at Mt. Zion
eat% • gesterful Grant Patton, rugged
in seeGardn
er,
Odell
Bizzle, Alfred John- Sunday. A nice crowd
struntlek and guanateed up te tea
attended.
',ter.
son, Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Clemens
A alga P.r rrtrf car. es lasi as ti 95 sa•
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bynum
OARS.
had
and Misses Fay Conley and Mar- as their Sunda
y guests, Rev. and
garet Gardner.
Mrs. C. C. Clemens and
children.
The Christian Endeavor Social
which was
at the home of
MOTOR COMPANY Mrs. Will held
Dieting as a lot of Fulton
Palsgrove
Saturday
people
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky. night was much enjoyed. A nice practice it consists in not eating
the
things you haven't got.
Any Fulton citizen can beat
Wall
Street by starting with a
shoe
string around your purse
and leave
it there.
pound
4 pound
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EXCITED!

Dine-Dance-Enjoy 'ourself!
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Rainbow Room

IT'S NO SECRET

I. H.READ

PREPARE FOR WINTER!

Stoves& Heaters
OUR selection includes stoves and heaters that are
remarkable in
their low fuel cast efficiency. They take up little
room and are
attractiv ely built. See them today! These heater
s pour out even,
healthful warmth to take the chill from home
or office. Dependable and durable. The stoves are efficient
and attractive. Burn
wood and coal economically. Will last for
years. See our Estate
Heatrola.

COAL STOVES
WOOD HEATERS
CIRCULATORS

011%S 111Si.
hes

cbscovpublic has
Springs is
The
• that Writ Bourbon
eted Itentocky
real pcoof— distilled by
distIller who
owns
Kentuc
ky's costthe
snakes Sourbow,
liest ti‘stivaittIS C.0
Iltatkost eora•aaa•
tn
.OPOr
0411•

.
WOO

• Xmas
se-

$7.50 and Up
$2.75 and Up
$30.00 and Up

WEST KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPL. CO.
WALNUT STREET

That FOOD PRICES Are In LINE At A. C. Butts & Sons
SPECIALS for Friday and Saturday
SHORTENING'
12c
44c
10
poun
ds
_
POTATOES
18c
E vtra Fancy, 1 pounds _
RICE
19c
5
poun
ds
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
23c
1, office bottle, standard qual
ity _
CATSUP
10c
Blue Pkg.,Golden Glow Cake Plate
Free. 2 packages 19(
SUP ADS
FRESH COCOANUT — NEW STO
CK
TOILET TISSUE 6 for
25c
MARSHMALLOWS pound package
15c
POST TOASTIES Post Bra" Fr"' b"c14
25c
RED BEANS tin (limn can, tach
Sc
PINEAPPLE Halves or sliced, No. 2 can
15c
CHEESE Wisconsin Full Cream, 2 pounds
45(
pfoun
d
COUNTRY SAUSAGE P"r(
i
25c
SALT CHUNK MEAT pound
15c
CURED HAM Fancy Sliced, pound
33(
MIXED SAUSAGE, 2 P°unds
15c
WEINERS 2 poundm 1(11.
35(

FULTON, KY.

CHANGE 111 tgiriiniore4

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

mint Springs

E. STATE LINE

ND KEEP THE CHAN
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"THE NEWS" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK

JUall Cannon
visited Mrs.
LOOK AND LEARN
Aline Williams Tuesday afternoon.
Modern Etiquette
room abruptly, sit and read.
posits of rich ore on thousands of
Mrs. Gladys Cannon visited Mrs
8. Yes. It is very
or form, It is Kentucky farms, providing ready
By
GOR
A.
C.
DON
By ROBERTA LEE
Grace Yates Monday.
no more correct than "lades" would supplier of
liming material. He says
I. What is the most used letter
be for ladies.
Betty Jo Williams spent Wednes- ie
I.
that marl is available to at lent
When
an invitation is received
the English language?
day night with Wanda Kingston.
9. Yes, always, and whether the 50,000 farmers
Beek's first Recipe:
2. Which of the states border on over the telephone, is it right for
in this state.
guest be a man ar woman. It Is exMrs. Walter Usrey who is con- the Pacific
one
to
In many counties farmers are
say,
"I
shall
Candied Sweet Potatoes-- Boil
let you know
Ocean?
ceedingly discourteous if she does spreading
marl themselves at no
3. How many feet are there in • this evening or tomorrow."?
the potatoes, halves or slices, in a fined to her bed has been quite
not.
cash outlay. Allowance. in the agmile?
2. Should a man remove his hat
small amount of boiling water un- Ill for the past few days.
10. Not unless the woman is his ricultural conse
Miss Charlotte Wright visited
5. What are the most common when in the elevator of a hotel or
rvation program are
til they are almost tender. Then
mother, sister or close relative.
$2.80 an acre where thre.• tons of
an office building, when a woman
place the potatoes in a flat baking Miss Norma Cannon Wednesday American surnames?
11.
No
longe
r
than 15 minutes.
marl are used. In addition, the
5. Why were the inhabitants of enters?
dish. For potatoes sufficient to night.
12. No. The words "and family" former who
We are sorry to hear of the ill- America called Indians?
When passing a plate for a secspreads marl or limeserve 6 people use 3-4 cup water
are no longer used. An invitation stone
prepares Hs land for increasU. Which of the Great Lakes is ond helping, should one leave the
in which potatoes have been cook- ness of Edd Taylor.
should hi. sent to Mr. and Mrs. ed crop
via-Ids
Mrs. Bettie Williams is spending entirely in the United States?
knife and fork on the plate?
ed and add 1-2 cup sugar and 4
Brown, and a separate invjtation
7. What are the five vital organs
a few days in Water Valley with
4
Shoul
d
a
young
man,
engag
ed to each member of the famil
tablespoons butter and bring to
y.
to he married, resent it if the girl's
her daughter, Mrs. Claud McNeill. of the body?
the boiling point. Put the dish un8.
What
fathe
r
is the smallest state in
asks him questions pertainHenry Clark visited relatives in
der the broiler flame and baste the
area in the United States?
ing to his financial affairs, busi- NEW 1.IME AND MARL
Fulton Monday.
potatoes with the syrup. Turn the
9.
How
ness
fast
position and health?
RECORD TO Bt.
do
radio
waves traThe farmers in this community
potatoes once, basting and brownvel.?
5. Is it discourteous when one
are
//4_
busy
diggi
ng
potatoes and
log until they have a glazed ap10. What is the estimated cost of Is talking with a person, for
Reports received at the College
gathering corn.
this
pearance. But Ithe remaining syrup
Mrs. Gladys Cannon visited Mrs producing a man of twenty-one? person to show a lack of interest of Agriculture at Lexington indiuntil thick and pour over the po11. What is the derivation of the in what is being said?
cate that all record, in the appli
Iritte;,,4
011ie Cannon Tuesday.
4*2.
tatoes. If you prefer, the glazing
word "alphabet?"
catio
n of limestone and marl may
8.
When
a
woma
n
and her esA.
J.
Willi
ams
spent
the week
may be done on top of the stove.
12. What is the most popular bev- cort enter a theatre, and an usher be broken by Kentucky farmers
end with his father, Ottice WilSPECIAL RADIO OFFER! I
erage in the world?
is at the entrance of the aisle, this year. Last year approximately
-liams at the !ionic of his uncle
,
13. How many red and how many which one should be first to follo a million tons of lime materials
10-day FREE
The Dressmaker:
w
tri61
Everett Williams.
white stripes has the American the usher?
were used in the state, and spread
Studded sports frocks are a novNo obligation
Mrs.
Aline
Willi
ams
visite
d Mrs. flag?
elty of the sesame Instead of but7. Please mention about six of per crop acre than in any other
14. What is the most costly me- the most common forms of rude- state.
tuning, they fasten with little Walter Usrey Wednesday aftertal?
A large amount of marl will be
ness for either a husband or a wife
studs of simulated pearls or color- noon.
15. What is the meaning of "E to be guilty of, when the other is used this year, according to count
ed compositions. They come in
y
Pluribus Unum?"
entertaining friends in the home. agents. Two thousand farmers in
black and new fall shades.
COUNTY AGENT
16. What animal can see in all
52
count
8. Is it poor form to use the exies spread 75,000 tons of
four directions at the same time? pression, "Gents."?
marl last year. In Henderson counHousehold Hints:
J. B. Williams
17. In common law, what is the
9. Should a hostess always rise ty 8„000 tons were used.
Always iron Linens on the wrong , Farmers of Fulton County have
According to S. C. Jones of the
side. Ironing on the right side de- ordered 3,456.9 tons of lime thru age fo a child capable of commit- when a guest is leaving, as well as
BENNETT ELECTRIC
ting a crime?
college, marl beds loom up like de-Fourth
arriving?
stroys the dull finish . ... Peach the Farm Bureau during the past
St.
Fulton, Ky.
18. What has been the oldest pres10.
Is
it
alright for a man to give
stains may be removed from a lin- year. The members have saved 10 ident
of the United States, and who a woman an article of wearing ap- a.
en tablecloth if it is first soaked percent per ton on the lime that the
youngest?
parel as a gift.
in glycerine, then washed in hot they have ordered which is a to19. What has been called the se11. How long should a hostess
soap-suds
Dip a cork in silver tal of $345.69 for the farmers.
ven deadly sins?
wait for a guest who is late for dinpolish and rub over the silverFarmers that arc sowing grass
20. how did the superstition ner?
ware to obtain a better polis with wheat should either sow the concerning the
12. Is it proper to address a wedh,
number thirteen
than you can secure with a cloth. grass so that the wheat drill will originate?
ding invitation to "Mr. and Mn-.
cover the grass seed or sow the
J. R. Brown and family"?
ANSWERS
grass directly behind the wheat
1. The letter "e".
Kitchen Kinks:
It will not be necessary to drill while the ground is rough so
2. California, Oregan, and WashAnswers
grease griddle if, when making the first rain will cover the seed. ington.
I. Never. This invitation must la
3. 5,280.
accepted of declined without a mogriddle cakes, two tablespoons of Grass that is covered and in the
4. Smith, Johnson, Brown Wil- ment's hesitation. A pause of even
shortening are added to the bat- ground some depth apparently
two or three seconds is bad form.
ter- To give muffins a nutty fla- does not freeze out during the win- liams and Jones.
5. Because Columbus thought he
2. He should do so in a hotel elvor, drop a teaspoon of peanut but- ter as badly as when sown on top
ter into muffin tins before pouring of the ground. The grass will also had circled the globe and discov- evator, but it is not necessary in an
office buildin or shop.
in the batter- To cook dried be able to stand the summer drouth ered India.
6. Lake Michigan.
3. Yes. Under no circumstances
prunes wash them well, cover better if the roots are in the
7. Heart, brain, lungs, stomach,' should silver be placed on the tawith four inches of cold water and ground rather than on top of the
ble cover.
and kidneys.
let soak over night. Simmer slow- ground.
4. No. The father has a perfect
8.
Rhod
e
Islan
d.
1
C. L. Drysdale has an excellent
ly for one hour.
PICTURE OF PROGRESS
9. 186,300 miles a second, or more! right to be concerned about every
stand of grass that was sown in
than seven times around the world.' thing that might affect the happi
an old lespedeza field last fall.
The Family Doctor
-riy -seven years ago, Bennett Drug "tort' open
ness of his daughter.
10. 2,500.
To make an effective mustard The field was disced and the seed
ed its doors to the public. Today. tie take the occas5. Yes. This is one of the
11. The first two letters in the
most
plaster, use 1 tablespoon of dry sown and the ground was then Greek alphabet,
ion of National Pharmacy Week to call your attenfrequent acts of discourtesy. To
alpha and beta.
be
mustard to 4 tablespoons flour with rolled. The grass has withstood
tion to the faithful, skilled work being done by
a good listene,
12. Tea.
.
- •'-- suresli
either the white of an egg or 1 the summer drouth and is now
Bennett Drug Store. Day in, day out, year after
ways
13. Seven red, six white.
.
eee,TO BUY 50 used heaters, I
Ala --A S.'s** have
teaspoon glycerine, -- never bath, furnishing cuesiderable pasture..
.14 -RadiUm. i'san4iec..-7-10 110**1 *sic want
your, dodo .
i..- 4•Afit- I
to sc.:
There are any number of leap*. tely $70,000 a gram
mixed to a paste with enough wahand-m
an"
...
.
ter so it will run. Put between two teza fields that to not have any
NATIONAL PHARMACY WEEK OCTOBER 19 - 24
6. The usher goes first, then the
15. "One out of many."
grass
that could be cut with a disc
layers of muslin. Grease area over
16. The giraffe, on account of woman, and last her escort. If there
is no usher, the man should
which it is to be applied, apply and sown with 3 to 4 pounds of Its prominent eyes.
go
first.
17. Seven years.
piaster, allowing it to remain un- sed top and 4 to 7 pounds of or7. Refuse to talk, refuse to smile
chard grass or timothy.
18. Oldest, William Henry Hartil skin is reddened.
,
Ewes that are bred after the rison, inaugurated at the age of 68; appear bored, fall asleep, leave the
An Inspiration-"The love of last of this month cannot lamb be- youngest, Theodore Roosevelt, infore April 1st and April lambs augurated at the age of 43.
father and mother is the found
a- canno
19. Pride„ Anger. Lust, Envy,
t be placed on the mark
tion of all virtues."
et
at top weight much before July, Greed, Gluttony and sloth.
20. From the fact that there were
so why have the buck with
the
flock much longer and continue thirteen present at the Lord's last
Supper.
to have the lambs dropped
all
summer. The late lambs do not
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams 01
A real old-timer is the Fulton man
fatten as well as the early ones
and who can remember when women
Mayfield and Mrs. Claud McNeil
are troubled more by worms
than were wo bashful even to look into
and daughter Sue visited Mrs. J.
early lambs. The lamb market
is a barber shop as they passed by.
M. Willimas Saturday night and
usually highest during the mont
h
Sonday.
Another peculiar thing about this
of June. Now is the time to
plan old world is that just enough hapWayne Meacham and Elmer
for the 1938 lamb crop.
Cannon were at the homecoming
pens every day to fill a newspaper.
Would you like to have a small
at Boaz last Saturday.
Would you say that at a nudist
sign to place on your front
gate convention all resolutions are passMiss Helen Croft is reported
or hang in your place of
business ed by a "bare" majority?
some better.
showing that you are a Farm
BuMrs. Martha Cannon spent SatThe man who distrusts everyone
reau member? If so tell your
com- he sees must have got that
urday night with Mrs. J. M. Wilway by
munity president about it.
hams.
standing too long in front of a
The Williams School will have
mirror.
A Chicago doctor says there
are
a Hallowe'en party and box sup- twice
as many men stammers as
per on Friday night, Oct. 29. Every
i women. Maybe it comes from
tryint:
one invited.
to get a word in now and then
wit
77145
^
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BENNETT DRUG STORE

ROUTE THREE
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COAL

Fix-Up Now.. Winter Is Near!
STOP IT WITH

Alk
a-Seltzer
Does

Now!
•••

BEST KENTUCKY COAL guaranteed
to produce desired heating results because
of its
quality.
And our prices are always economical-In
many
instances our price is lower than elsewher
e.

aro'

W.M.Hill&Sons
TWO YARDS-Located In Kentucky and Tenne
ssee

Headache "slow you
down?" You are a rare exception it it does net
One or two tablets of Ala< ASELTZER in a glans of water
makes a pleasant alkalizing
solution that usually brings
relief in just a few minutes.
AL1CA-SELTZER is slao meow
tended for
Gas on Stomach, -MontInst
Atter", Acid Indigestion,
Cottle, and Muscular POW%
YOU will like the tangy
and the results when you nave,
take
Alka-Seltaer. Alka-Seltzer. when
dissolved in water, contai
ns an
analgesic. (Sodium
-Sallq#1ate1 It, addition, Acetyl
the
alkall
dng
agents in Atka -Seltzer help
lieve those everyday disor- to reders associated with hyperacidity.
Small package 30e
IAnre Pecke,
r fte-

let us check your house from cellar to root
. . . . examine the paint, plastering, brickwork, woodwork, floors and the hundred other
things that may need attention!

We'll do the job right .
and very Lhoroughly. at costs that are reaconahle
! We will
furnish complete estimates and
plans. telephone 96 today!

• REMODELING trill increase your nloyment.
1EP.111:ING •
trill increase the comfort of your horn u .. estimate
s and plans arc both free!
•PAINTING preserres the beauty of your
home, ROOFING.
trill makt it warm and snug.
work is guaranteed and done
at lowest
prices!

MURRELL LUMBER Co.
NEAR FREIGHT DEPOT

--BOUTIN FULTON
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MINN 1111111 1;1111111111 1.1111.11t twit
Tulin last week.
days In

of lei Iiiiither, C. A. lloyd, Jr., who
CLUB NVITII 511( AND
.1 IN
!c11,v'l
I III the Nailling llospitel in Union
‘'AltnEN
\IRS
MONDAY
NlEETING
City
Mt out Mri 1411;1.11 Vallib 'I
Circle Ni, :1 of the Fos' Baptist
to their newly orWoman'a Missionaiy Union met tio:4 and
LO( A L1
chili Thursday eve
Monday oftertosin at the home of bill i,t'iI
OuVallia, iiinembei
lions
filec
st
I;11.141
till
home
street
their
omit at
Lew Is on Third
earned by Professoi Price Doyle, Mrs J
SOUTH FU1,TON p. T. A.
high school faculty,
Louisville
a
of
players
head of the Murray College Music with ten regulai members and one The thrts• tables of bridge
end ill Fulton with
week
The South Fulton Parent-Teachlast
spent
Iltiti
Wroe,
were
enjoyed
present
of
Margaret
games
a brief new member, Miss
met Thursday Department, who made
and Mrs C A DeAssociation
ers
Mr
parents,
her
progressive contract throughout the
present
afternoon at the school building talk.
their home north of town.
at
Yuma
the
of
vonclusion
with
opened
President
the
At
eL
ening
Peacock,
was
Mrs. Blanche
The meeting
for the purpose of re-organizing
rebuild' to Louisville Sunday
the 13th die tract of the P. T. A. prayer by Mrs. W. C. %%dentine games high %ewe among the ladies She
electing officers. Approxi- of
an(
mpannal lv bet brother, Jack
made a very After a short business session /11111 was held by Miss Lucille Green and aaaa
and
present
also
was
mately fifty mothers and parents
Sunday night there.
interesting and instructive talk on devotional conducted by the chair - NIonnie Luther held high sone ((ii St ho spent
attended.
rcconditiuncd
Mrs Tien Hides and daughter,
organi- main. Mis M I, litIlt01`14, a very in- the gentle men Beth
an
such
presentati
of
advantages
the
Superintendent J. B. Cox called
in Pa.
Saturday
smut
Moss
Mary
School.
Fulton
South
by
lovely prizes.
n-resting program was presented
Clothing, Hats, Pants
presided. The sation in the
the meeting and
duenh.
Various committees w ill be app- Mrs. Clay McCollum. The topic
following officers were elected;
A delectable salad course was
1.:11111MIS4
41111i
Mrs Kelly Low.Practically um at a
at • regular meeting of the program was "Faith." Mrs.
Mrs. I. M. Jones, president; Mrs. ointed later
served by the hostess to the follow.
1wth Shankle returned to Fulton
the newly appoint- McCollum w as wonted by Mrs.
and
Cox
Mr.
of
vice-president;
first
Felix
McGee.
W. H.
iil
small fraction of cost.
1111'11111ViS• Mr. and Mrs.
elay from a Iwo days trip to St.
Mrs. Ben Ghol. Segui, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wig'lasting
and
Carl
Mrs, Lou Pickle, second vice•pre- l ed officers.
_
.
Louis, Me
sident; Mrs. Bill Smith, secretary;
son.
gins, Mr. and Mrs John 'Se:nets,
GARDEN DEPARTMENT
New Shirts, Ties„tiox,
treasurer.
the
Sanford,
program
of
and Mrs. R. E.
At the conclusion
Mr. anti Mrs. James Warren, Miss
MEETING FRIDAY
IN
de., a 1111411 prier.
The male quartet of Murray
',meting was closed with pray- Green and Mr Luther
The Garden Department of the the
mast
State Teachers College was presentto
Allen,
C.
A.
_
Fulton Woman's Club met Friday er by Mrs.
ed and very pleasantly rendered
SI1Wyer
at the Club home on November 8 at the home of Mrs. ART DEPARTMENT
afternoon
several musical selectione. The
IN mErroa; SATURDAY
Walnut-st for the first meeting of Rhodes.
quartet is composed of John Travis,
Dross Shirts at 18c
During the social hour the hosthe winter. Thirty-five old memThe Art Department of the WoSam Wallace and
Dorris
Valentine,
Mrs.
by
assisted
tess,
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lb
BEEF ROAOST,fancy branded baby beef 1,44c
chamiran. with Mrs. Russell Rudd
MRS. FELKN'ER HERE
23c
••••••
PORK ROAST...mall shoulder, lean, lb.
and Mrs. Manley assisting.
of
Felkner
Dodge
Ronald
Mrs.
21e
pound
of
the busiAt the conclusion
PORK SAUSA AGE, sure good,
ness the program was in charge of City, Kansas arrived Saturday
29c
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beef,
fancy
STEAK, Loin or T-bone,
Miss Mary Moss Hales who pre- morning to attend the the bedside
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CANNON TOWELS
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and DANCE
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Going to Town!
bowl of
top in id kilir place and get a good
CHILI or SOUP—SANDWICHES
COLD or HOT DRINKS—BEER

HOTEL CAFE
Dave Holloway, Proprietor.

sented a program on The Chinese.
Those who assisted her were Miss
Agatha Gayle. Mrs. Donald Perry,
and Miss Cerhran
During the social hour the hosNo matt- r hew many medicines you
chestcold.or
tesses served delicious refresh- have tied for your cough,
bronchial imtatton. you can get relief
ments.
now with Crecamilsion. Serious trouble
may be brewing and you cannot afford
take a chance with ally ren,e,ly lesa
to
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
potent than Creomulsion, which goes
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Fenwick an- right to the sent of the trouble and aids
to soothe and heal the inflamed
nounce the birth of n son, born in a nature
mucous membranes and to loosen and
Chicago Hospital last week end
expel the germ-laden phlegm.
Even if other remedies have failed,
Mrs. Fenwick is the former Miss
don't tie discouraged, try Creomulsion.
Ruth Hummel!
'Your druggist is authorized to refund
your money if you are not thoroughly
benefits obtained
WANT TO HUY O used heaters, satisfied with the
fm-mm the very first bottle Creomulsion is
and want to sell some heaters, cook- one word—not,two,and it hasno hyphen
the
inc stoves and furniture. LUTITFR in it. Ask for it plainly, see thnt and
name on the bottle is Creomulsion.
WAI TFR,s. III Main street, Mons you'll get the genuine product scud the
se,
relid you want,. (Adv.)

A Three Days' Cough
Is Your Danger Signal

.1

SPRING LAMB,fancy leg 19c: shoulder lb. 15c
19c
VEAL CHOPS, really tender, pound
23e
lb.
Round,
Loin,
STEAK.
VEAL
POTATO SALAD,sure is good, 2 pounds 13c
BREAKFAST 11.1('O.\', Armours Sliced. lb. 33c
17e
5.1LT MEAT for Boiling, pound
l9r
.tiiiotit,'D MEAT for Boiling, Pound
Beth r Groceries at Better Prices Call

PICKLE'S GROCERY
Phones 226-227 Free Delirery

E. State Line

PRICES' GOOD FRIDAY :IND SATURDAY
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NEW AND USED FURNITURE
s to need!
just now is a finish
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In some respects wome
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ber 30th.
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WANT TO BUY rA used heaters,
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harve
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stoves and furniture. I.Uout
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the bu-, TIBER WAL
i shel.
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' Bang's disease duri
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a promising means of
ci,mbat.QUICK SERVICE
this serious cattle
malady. I
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ised in ,,
ministering it, since it is still
in
i experimental stage and
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, in‘en only by quali
fied vc-terinarr- tans
By Dr. •4.('. n II!
G
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It's easy to tell when a
Fulton
man is married. He invar
iably'
keeps both hands on the
steering HEART TROUBLE
wheel.
ARE YOU A VICTIM?
Maybe that governor who
apYour heart pumps tons of blood
pointed his wife to a $,10,000
a year through your
body each week. It
senatorship only wanted to
make is under tremendo
•
us strain when
sure that his family budget
would it fails to receive the norm
al ambalance.
ount of nerve energy, it does not
At that it's better to have love ; funct
Avoid disease! Send your Laundry
ion properly. Slightest disd
and Dry
and lost than to get tangled
up in I placement of vertebrae in your
Cleaning to Us, where it will be
a breach of promise suit.
spine often affects your heart
COMPLETELY STERILIZED
.
Many families around
Fulton Nerves are pinched. Your heart
would be in far better finan
beats
irreg
ularly, flutters. contracts AP'
cial
shape if it weren't for the extr
4.
ava- I with pain. Why suffer needlessly
gant tastes of their neighbors.
I when relief is at hand?
D. R. FRASER, Mu,
That two-year-old New Jersey CONSULT YOUR CHIROPRAC
TOR.
child who can already count
to 100
may be able in years to come
t
tally up our national debt.

Sl!BS('R1BE
(tip. arlial App..:'
Louisville I wirier .1011rit.4i
ihmisyllie Times
St. Louis Post Dispatch
St Louis Globe Dr mutr 1
Chicago Herald Etatttttler
Chicago American
Chicago Tribune

HORNVM
FUNERAL HOME

• FURNITURE IS
OUR BUSINESS

1

1

11

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.

warE/Era/E/ari.

ea

AS CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE

•

- ! Widnut Ht., 4 shim, Ky.
/..ye, Ear, Nose, Throat

SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
or-vri.;X HOURS:
9 lii IS N. r
.
1 to 5 r. NI.
Miti!V t: 286

Coal 1 ertilizer
indling
Authorized [t: hi I trum,tri 1)c.tler

CITY COAL CO.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

A11111, 11411 TEE/11

sAate

CLEAN AND WHITEN TEETH
with Caicos, the Oxygen tooth powtl.r

Wt,l Ii ; .11/•••C '
the bidders asocial between the
teeth.
ant. I-•t,,
ing, Protects the gums end is oconomkalPleas
to use

TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPEN.:
What C.alo• will do fur your teeth

is easily demo
you in your own horn• St Our esp•t:,e Simpl :•• ,ted
tat in th•
coupon with turns and address and mail it to Us. yYOU
Wfil TOCOIVO •boolutely free•IMP1 can al CAL.0•
C TOOT POWDER,
the powder room and more people •re usingHevery
day.
TRIER TRIAL COUPON
McKesson a Robbins. Inc Ir.irfeld,Conn
13.1A A 54
tool in. • 10 der trial of CALOX TOOTH 1.1.)WD
I:14 at no
ciy

...Denim to me I will try it
Name
Add,...

Winstead -Jones LY Co.
FUNEIAAL HOME
218 Second Street

Phone 15

AMBULANCE SERVICE

KEEP WELL
WITH CHIROPRACTIC

I

DR. SE WON COHN

Subscribe to TIDE NEWS

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

NEED MONEY!

1

Just Phone 753
JACK EDWARDS

none 7

a./

eelailleallawoos

ORDE
JUST PHONE 702-WE DELIVER
Best Kentucky Coal. Kindling and
Plumbing Supplies.

P. T. JONES & SON(OM YARD

I

PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

LITTERED LETTERS

-FOR-

Eketrical Appliances and Contracti

ng see

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
"We can Like care of your elect
rical troubles"
Electrical Appliances, Repair Servi
ce
Contracting.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. We have and
had 14
experience in electric maintenance years
and
service work. Call 774.

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
JOIIN DRANNOCK,Prop.
I% NI \I T STREET

-EAT AT-

LOWE'S CAFE
Lake St., Fulton, Ky.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
-7-•',
,
.
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1.1ccurate
WORK 11.INSHIP
At Low Cost
Stitches,

Yes. Pursaag contains elements oh
ramfl value.sneh as Orran Copps.
,
andiron. which quickly ad nature building rich, red eorpw'dei W.thin happens, the appetite
impeyens.
Nervousness dapp•mrs, Energy and
strength usually return. You feel like
a new person. Gat Pursang from your
druggist.

By W. L. GORDON
Clocks & Time
(Re-arrange the letters to form
the
,if All Kinds AccuratelyPieces
correct word)
ihiired at Low Cost by- Rez
I. GOURLOPE; an introduction.
A N DREWS
CARPOIDS: occuring singly:
JEWELRY COMPANY
3. RAINCOAM: a paste of flour.
4 TUGELANT: a glove.
5. MICCELHAIR: imaginary.
checks
6. GEARLCENT, a geometrical
.II.omwomowwwwomorow.ow wwww.
owoowwao ww•011.`.!..”.•10
COL
.M.....•••••m•••••••••
DS
,
figure.
and
7. ROISCUPE: of great value
LOOK 20 YEARS
FEVER l
NEFDCART: A bottle.
Liquid Tablets,
first day
9. MEETNAURE: to number.
YOUNGER
Salve, Nose Drops Headache. 30 min. #
10. LEENAPOT: an animal.
Try "Rub-My-11w'
By using
11. SOILHENE; sancity.
World's Best 1.iniment
12. COAPSIR; commonplace.
13. PINANLORE having no eq-i
ual.
14. LOSTNATI.: a horse.
15. RUC:St:ET: a motion.
SOLUTION
1. Prologue.
Sold on
Positive
2. Sporadic.
Gim
ran
tee
3, Macaroni.
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
4. Gauntlet.
Resto
res
har to its natural
MONEY BACK
4. Chimerical.
color. and will positively cure
THE A IlLAHriTIULATINEINT him
dand
ruff
and eczema.
6. Rectangle.
h.-aught peacnia.. dotard,. ',dug in
thotaands at oars of Stommilt and
Come and get a trial bottle
7. Precious
Claseillinsal Ulcers due tc, etiyaseeeMtoda
y
for
60c on our money•
Ite. and otter- fame of
8. Decanter,
t. ear 4u• Minas Atild $OLD ON
I..101-; guarantee
11 DAYS 111111AIL P
9. Enumerate,
orwn t
i trc
11
,
Re-matIrak read "1111111Nwers
10. Antelope.
M feelen..
ft.l. it
at
JA MES B. CASEY
11. Holiness.
RARRIR SHOP
12. Prosaic.
BENNETTS DRUG STORE
19. Nonpariel.
Fulton, Ky.
Hair Cut -__- 25c
14. Stallion.
Shave
WEA
RS DRUG STORE
15. Gesture.
lk
Water Valley, Ry.
*

FULTON, KY.

• YEAR IN, YEAR OUT

Oysters are in Season

MA NEW WOMAN
!HANKS TO PURSANCi

JAMES B. CASEY S
HAIR RESTORER
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OUR UNDESIRABLES

iniportant institution. Teachers and
pupils alike will take more interest
in their work when they find, through the personal visits of their
parents, that interest is beim, taken
in them. It will also serve the good
purpose of revealing how well and
capably the children of school age
are being taken care of by those
in whose charge they spend a goodly portion of their time. You may
be sure of a welcome, and you will
return home with a deeper pude
in your school.

country which it has long been
supposed is primarily intended for
Americans. We have had enough
trouble caring for our own criminal
population during the last few years
without having to harbor these
floaters, most of whom were run
out of their ewn countries, few of
whom can show wherein they entered this country legally, and
thousands of whom are on relief
rolls. It is high time that pleas like
the Spanish War Veterans are making be given attention. America
has always been for Americans—
why not keep it that way?

THE WRONG

arum

—

success. If this latter experiment
works out aed a method of exterminating the destructive "hopper" is found it will be worth all
the money ever expended by this
country in fighting insect pests.
There is a little rink, of course,
that man will plunge ahead too
far in his private ware against
pests, ending one evil by setting
up a new one. But this is being
guarded against. It is reassuring,
anyway, to find that many pests
hitherto unconquered now face extermination, and also to find that
other insects, considered useless,
are in reality the friends of man.

There probably isn't a town in
America wholly free of that type TON-LITTER OWNERS
of citizen who, when asked to coREPORT GOOD MONEY
When their children start off to operate in some sort of public
Spanish War Veterans at their
generally. and esHog
raisers
school in the morning that seems movement, first asks himself what
pecially those who followed tonpassed to end
convention
last annual
interest in them until they some other fellow down the street litter methods, made money this
resolutions demanding that the return home with a vast number of
is going to get out of it. He may year. according to reports receivSecretary of Labor enfroce the law mothers around Fulton. Somehow not ask the question openly, but al- ed at the College of Agriculture
Attention to feeding
anti promptly deport all aliens who it has never occurred to them to ways there is a suspicion in his at Lexington.
with full use of pasture. a supply
hear been convicted of crime, de- take a few minutes off from house- mind that promoting any movement of mineral mixture, salt and water
claring there are 3.000,000 such un- hold duties some afternoon and for the good of the community is in most instances resulted in
desirable citizens in this country. drop in at the school house just for first going to work to the financial profit.
S. W. Waters. Hart county, made
That number will strike the aver- a little visit. They do not realize gain of someone else.
And if he a litter of eight pigs weigh 1,538
age Fulton reader as being far too that it bolsters the morale of the refuses to put his
shoulder to the pounds when 165 days old, the avhigh, but even if there are but one- children to see their parents inter- wheel, nine times out of
ten it is erage daily gain being 1.7 pounds
per pig. Corn and skimmilk were
half, or one-third, of the number ested in school work, and that it
because he has the idea that some- fed for a time. And the corn then
claimed it still means too many of also reflects a genuine interest in one is going to
profit more from replaced with ground wheat. The
this type of people in Amercia, a the welfare and progress of this all such a movement
profit was $69, after allowing $50
than he will.
for the purchase of the sow and
I That sort of spirit has done more litter and pay for all feed and
than any other one thing to handi,fiGor stit-ov.tt‘ 1.4$11.•Cell MAMTI
County,
Pt trier Hord, Taylor
cap a town in its efforts to advance.
0,'SIRECkFU
made $90 on a litter of nine pigs,
selfishness,
or
envy
of
Call
it
pure
STEANER
sold them when 161 days old and
someone else in the community, weighing 1,700 pounds. The pigs
or what you will, the fact remains received corn, shipstuff, commerthat one or more citizens of this cial feed. tankage, hominy meal
and a mineral mixture of salt and
type are to be found in every town ashes.
WED.
HAS LODGE No 1294
And we are not positive that Fulton
..ordially invite. ,1114 gal tatend the 1 4ST
Twelve pigs in a litter owned
O('T.
is an exception to the rule. It is by Mrs. Paul Duff in Hardin couneasy to look back and point out ty weighed 2,110 lbs. when they
went to market at the age of 165
campaigns for improvements that days
They brought $10.90 per
were badly needed but failed be- hundred and returned a profit of
9 Ct: pin
L• Hickman
cause of this type of citizen.
$107.04, after allowing pay for all
.1() to 12
and labor. Their ration conTIck•t• 75.
When a man realizes that any feed
tained a variety of feeds and a
eet soar friends on the n hoi-eraltt.etl. •teitni-heated
progressive movement for the good mixture of limestone, bonemeal,
of the community as a whole bene- and salt.
II
fits him also as an individual, . A feature of ton-litter methods is
illAR,11t1
then he is the sort of citizen to have that of having the pigs ready to
sell when the market prices are at
And his Ti
around.
When he waves aside the the peak, according to Grady SeGaels of Joy
Peac• N.e.i.
fact that maybe such a movement lards of the College of AgriculSirlos Bonil
will bring a dollar or two more to ture.
a neighbor, but goes right ahead
About half the people in the
boosting and cooperating, he makes
himself worth something to his United States are church members.
town and is eventually rewarded in The rest don't have to think up exreturn, although that reward may cuses for remaining away.
The AAA has announced that cotcome to him in an indirect way.
ton producers applying for cotton
No man ever lost anytI4ing trying price adjustment payments will be
_
— to make his !rime town a better I reeg"zed
to He with tbee• ccunty
-sammulIMENIW' place in which to live, and no man } Agricultural Conservation Associaever gained anything by refusing tions the original sales certificates
FOR
to cooperate in a civic movement or receipts for all cotton sold from
. r fear the other fellow would the 1937 crop.
,•st something out of it."
YOUR SCHOOLS.

+arta!

Circular Tells Of
Erosion

A new 68-page circular of the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture deals with soil erosion,
the greatest single destroyer of fertility. Plant food losses from erosion are said to be more than 20
times as great as by crop removal
and are estimated at $34,000,000 a
year for Kentucky.
If erosion continues at the pre- •SPARKS of WISDOM
sent rate, the circular declares
soon only a part of the state will
Scientists say that new comet
support a satisfactory rural life and travels at the rate of 400,000 mile§
that part will have a severe drain an hour . It must be trying to kelp
placed upon it in the form of taxes up with the cost of living.
to maintain government, insituEverything has value I. proporeons and roads. The usefulness of tion to the difficulty in setting It.
land for future generations is be- And that exceptionally true of a
ing unduly impaired by erosion kiss.
and by the filling of stuairn chanScienists say that sun spots innels, causing them to overflow terfere with radio reception. For
and injure bottom lands and other that matter so do a lot of announfarm property, it is pointed out.
ceerst.ed
No musical insruments ever InThe circular, which is intended
vented are as pleasing to the ear of
for both farmers and those ren- v
dering technical service to farm- some citizens around Fulton as the
ers, treats of the various methods sound of their own voices.
of controlling erosion, including, It very seldom occurs to a
the growing of grass and cover, ton boy of 17 that some day he will
crops, contour cultivation and strip' know as little as his father.
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For

Every Need

WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any

414

—Because they are reconditioned
and built for SERVICE!
Every Automobile Owner—like all sportsmen—likes DEPENDABILITY in a car as well
as in a player on the football field. For that
reason, we strive to recondition the Used Cars
we sell, so that they will render the most satisfaction possible for the money involved.
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ask for our representative to call.
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ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

plac

S.
LAKE 22- PRONE po. 5

FULTON, KY.
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H. READ MOTOR CO.
USED CAR LOT
At the CORNER SERVICE STATION
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*More than 1,275,000
American Housewives Today
Serve Their Families Electrically Cooked Meals . . .

gov
# ave.

pus

COLE

THEY WILL
ALL TELL
YOU 1- 1-1,-.T-

a.

-•

electric cooking Is T3est
TT IS best because Ws much cleaner than any other method
... best because it saves mush time and work in the
. best because it assures more
preparation of meals
satisfactory cooking rcsu:ts

ALL THE
$495.00
$625.00
$350.00
$550.00
$225.00
00
$500.00
$375.00
$525.00

pro,
woL

Is

Rural residents around Fulton
this past summer witnessed the
greatest war on insect pests ever
waged and that a result of it a .
vast financial saving is promised
by Uncle Sam during the growing
season of the coming year.
Setting a pest to catch a pest
proved successful in many experiments, tried for the first time.
Imported
Amazon flies proved
deadly to sugar cane borers. Again
a small parasite was found which
lays its eggs only in the egg sac of
the black widow spider, where
the parasite's larvae proceeds to
destroy the young spiders. These
parasites are to be cultivated to
increase their numbers. and eventuallly the dreaded black widow
spider will be no more. Experiments with insects believed to be '
capable of destroying grasshoppers were also tried in several
western states and, it is said, with
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L
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FLi-: JOE; A FE4

s :AY

FOOTWEAR
"Work Done the
FACTORY WAY"
SHOES REBUILT
SHINED FREE!
Dyeing--Tinting a
Specialty

See Yvair

and modern—arid

best because it is convenient

really econontiatl.

You eill find electric cooking quite as satisfactory in every
way as huriircdt of thousand; of other American housewives.
You certainly can afford it. even ells modest income.
V'hy not imesugate, anyway? Cnme in for a free demonstration. Let us exp!ain the ads antages of electric cooking
sou our new Hotpoint and Westinghouse Ranges-—
ter. p.ru bow easily you can own one. Do it tomorrow.
Your electrical servant.
REDDY KILOWATT

POTTER'S
.'-hop
Virlion
Fourth St.

to c
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE OUR USED
CARS BEFORE YOU BUY:
1936 DODGE 1 1 2 TON TRUCK, long wheel base
1936 CHEVROLET 11x TON TRUCK, long wheel base
1934 CHEVROLET Pi TON TRUCK long wheel base
1936 CHEVROLET COUPE
1931 CHEVROLET TOWN SEDAN
1935 CHHEVROLET COACH (Master)
1936 DODGE PECK-UP
........................
1934 FORD COACH .... .
1936 CHEVROLET COACH (MASTER) „
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and all of your insurance needs. We repre-

FIGHT AGAINST PESTS

DEPENDABLE!

that
give
ABC
OR :
THE
sure
vote
Ann

.NCE

eAPIITOLAAL

SEE YOUR
DODGEPLYMOUTH
DEALER

spiri
141 posit:

b, 4
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*MOONLIGHT EXCURSION
and DANCE

cropping and the construction of
terraces and dams.
Part I. dealing with cultural
practices. was prepared by Prof.
George Roberts, head of the agronomy department, and parts I and
3, having to do with terraces and
dame, by Prof. J. H. Kelley, head
of the agricultural engineering
section, and Earl G. Welch, extension field agent in agricultural
engineering.

Elect,,'

ABE THOMPSON, Manager

41.
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FAR-REACHING POWFRS ARE
HIDDEN IN AMENDMENT NO. I

tuna
Prof.
gronand
and
head
.ring
stenI tu ral

State Constitutional Amendment No. I, which is of far-reaching and
probably unsuspected import, is to be voted on at the election on Tuesday, November 2. Strangely enough very little has been said about it
in the newspapers of the State Many very intelligent citizens seem to
believe that the amendment is a progressive proposal needed to bring
about desirable. reforma and changes in local governments in the counties
of the state and would result in a saving to the tax payers, Of course
It is desirable to abolish useless offices, to reduce taxes and to Improve
local government when it can lw done without the danger of inflicting
great harm instead of accomplishing good.
This newspaper believe% and fears that many progressive', public
spirited taticens expect to vote for the amendment because it would make
possible some needed changes.
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But the proposed Amendment No. I Is so sweeping in its provisions
that it should startle the voters of Kentucky! This amendment would
give the Kentucky Legislature the power to "MODIFY OR ENTIRELY
ABOLISH ALL GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, OFFICES, AGENCIES,
OR INSTITUTIONS IN THE COUNTY"—ALL WITHOUT A VOTE OF
THE PEOPLE! Every voter who does not wish to seriously impair or
surrender the right of self-government in the counties should certainly
vote against this amendment. The Garnett-Mayer Act submitting the
Amendment No. I provides:
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"That there be and is hereby proposed an amendment
to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, which
amendment reads as follows;
"Constitutional Amendment within the territorial confines of counties i as now existing or as hereafter established)
the General Assembly may by legislation of state-wide application. or of applicat
according to classification based on
population, retain, modify. and consolidate any and (or) all
governmental bodies, offices, agencies, and institutions; may
enlarge, curtail, modify, consolidate, redefine and redistribute
the powers, duties. functions, and jurisdictions of governmental bodies, offices, agencies, institutions and courts, and
may provide the. number of judges for such courts; and MAY
ABOLISH ALL GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, OFFICES.
AGENCIES. AND INsTrrimoNs AND MAY ABOLISH
ALL COURTS INF-Enrol( TO THE CIRCUIT COURT and
may set up new ones in their stead; and may provide the
METHOD OF SELECTION OF ALL OFFICERS, their compensation and the means and method of its payment. Provided: no legislation hereunder shall affect any elected officer during his term of office."

( FREE
ADMISSION

If the above Constitutional Amendment should be adopted the
Kentucky Legislature could change the form of government in certain
counties— Jefferson County for instance—where the majority of the voters should happen not to belong to the dominant faction in the Legislature.
If the Amendment should be adopted any or every office in all the
counties of the same class or in the entire State could be abolished and
new offices created.

•

The City and County governments could be consolidated under one
dictator!
The Fiscal Courts could be abolished and the county's fiscal and
financial affairs placed under the control of one political boss!
All courts below circuit court could be abolished and placed under
the jurisdiction of some new court official!
The collection and spending of the tax money could be placed in the
hands of some new official or officials created by the Legislature!
The management of the expenditures of the road funds could be
placed in the hands of one commissioner!
And all of these changes could be forced on the counties, accord:rig
to classification, WITHOUT THE PEOPLE BEING ALLOWED TO Vol E
ON WHETHER OR NOT THEY WANTED TILE CHANGES MADE!
If these outrageous changes without the consent of the people are
not vicious enough we want to call attention to the fact that the Amendment provides that the Legislature MAY PROVIDE THE METHOD OF
SELECTION OF ALL OFFICERS! Does this mean that the Governor
or some official at Frankfort could be given the power to select all officers for the counties? This newspaper does not know whether this
provision means that or not but it should be noticed that the Legislature
would be authorized to provide the method of ''SELECTION" not of
"ELECTION."
We do not knov. how far some Legislature might go in "ripper"
legislation in changing, abolishing or reorganizing all city and county
courts, offices, agencies and institutions but we do know that no Legislature should be given such outrageous power!
The voters who believe in democratic home rule and are opposed to
government without the consent of the governed should bury under an
, avalanche of "NO" ballots this mysterious and outrageous attempt to
P pass an Amendment which could turn the government of the cities and
counties of the State upside down and inside out.
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Fulton County News
AT THE

STRAND THEATRE
FULTON, KENTUCKY
PREPARE FOR
WINTER DRIVING!
11ith the approach of cooler weatner. and

Nov. 1 - 2 - 3
PICTURE STARTS 10 A. M.

Mon_ - Tues. . Wed.

winter just

9:30 A.M.

ahead. it is time to turn your thoughts to getting your car in
perfect running condition. This means to have your car checked and tuned in time for winter driving—to have a strong dependable battery that you know will turn over stiff, stubborn

4

THE MOST INTERESTING AND FASCINAT—

motor.
SAVE DOUBLE NOW—Save on future expenses and on
present expense by having BRADY BROS. get your car ready
for the had weather ahead. You'll find Brady Bros, guaranteed

ING PRESENTATION OF COOKERY EVEN

services and supplies are the economioal way to safe, enjoyable

DEVISED

winter driving.
MOTORS
TORS

BRAKES
4

OVERHAULED.

ADJUSTED—IGNMON
RELINED

ANTI/

THE

FOR

HOMEMAKER

TUNED tr—CARBURASYSTEMS

TONED

ADJUSTED— REAR

UP—

WHEEL

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE ALL

ALIGNMENT FOR GREATER SAFETY AND ECONOMY.

Brady Bros. Garage
WEST STATE LINE

AND HEAR ALI.

•
•
•

Plan NOW to be there.'

IfULTON, RT.
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Prices and Feed Situation
Furor Hog Breeders

(;ay',( vi,p(

Georg( Rat I in "Souls At Sea:- Don linecha. Loretta Young in "Lore
1 tubs Eire" and Eddie Cantor in New Musical" Ili Baba Goes To Town"
are
Program at tate New Mateo Fulton Theatre for Next Week
"Souls At Sea" Starts Sunday
"Love Under Fire"

Fewer hogs and plenty of cortil
and other feed supplies with a favorable market price outlook place
the hog feeder in good positron to
Gary Cooper and George
Opens II'ednesdad
make sonic money this tall andl
Raft, gagman-ea in "Souls at
winter, states L. A. Richardson, U. ,
••
Sea," Paramount's saga of
T. Extension livestock specialist.
"wooden
ships
and iron
Hog numbers for market during
nit-n."
Frances Dee and
the fall and winter season are exolyttipe Brachia share the
pected to be smaller than was true
feminine leads.
of the same period of 1936-37. This
decreased supply of hog' for
slaughter purposes, and a fairly
high level of consumer demand for
meats will likely hold prices during the fall and winter to the
avreage of that of 1936-37, which
on the Chicago market was $9.90
per hundred weight, he stater.
However, as is always true at this
period of the year, prices will experience the usual seasonal decline
during the time of heavy farm
slaughter, he points out.
The feed situation is much more
favorable than it was in 1936. With
lower priced corn and the value of
hogs maintained in line or even
stronger than last year, the cot nLovelier than ever, Loretta Young
Exactly duplicating the original "William
hog ratio is favorable for producBUOWIC the ship which (above romances
the scene for the strangest drama of
timpestuflualy
the sea ever to be conceived
tion. With lower priced corn and by mortal man.
the ship which was used for scenes
with
Don
Anieche
in turbulent
''Souls
at Sea",
relatively high market for hogs, brings back the dyas of a
hundred years
producers will feed for heavier Cool • nil G Jrge Raft heading a ago. "Souls at Sea," with Gary Spain, scene of "Love Under Fire,"
stellar cast, will open next
Twentieth Century-Fox hit.
at the Multi' Fulton Theatre.
weights than they did during the Stand
•
past feeding season Not only 'will
"Ali Baba Goes To Town" Starts Friday
weights increase, but producer's
may logically expect an increase in los Eckhe Cantor comes to the New Malin) Fulton Theatre next Friday and Saturday in what is reported to be
greatest musical hit since "Whoopee-" which carried
him to film
pie breeding of sows for spring IR- C' nturs r ix picture
as well as stage farm.. It's a '211thin their great style of fine musicale ... don't fame
miss it.
'ters. Mr. Richardson states.
"With adequate winter pasture or l'NIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY
students matriculated for courses. period is as follows: 159, 217, 247.
a high grade of legume roughage
HAS HelH ENROLLMENT
When classes closed Monday, The liberal arts department has
such as alfalfa plus corn, tankage
September 27, an int:leased enroll- benn fairly constant during
--- and a balanced mineral the Tennesthe
With students enrolled from 117 ment was noted in 61 of the 177 past two or three years with 50
see farmer should be in a position
to product. pork for market at the of the 120 counties in Kentucky, counties re esented, arid the total students enrolled this fall. The
corn-hog ratio of yi,12:14. With and from 43 of the 48 states, reg- of 2,525 students registered sur- total enrollment of 305 is the highconsumer demand baRed by high- istration for the fall term of the passed the 1936 record attendance est fall quarter enrollment in the
history of the Junior College.
er payrolls and the number of hogs 1937-38 school year reached an all- of 3.456 by 69.
Among those
. enrolled from FulWayne Thomas, graduate of Fulavailable for slaughttfewer than time high at the University of
ton County are: Rubye Boyd Alex- ton Hugh School, is enrolled at the
the previous year, t
hog feeder Burnette, daughter if C. N. BurnP. Burnett., ander, daughter of B. B. Alexander, Junior Clolege. The graduates of
for 1937-38 should endeavor to re- ette, Fulton: Will
trieve the narrow corn-hog ratios son of C. N. Be .lette; Walter Fulton; Alice Lillian Ambrey, South Fulton High School now at
of the previous yea' whOh were Robert Butt. Jr., son of W. R. Butt, daughter of 1. B. Ambrey. Hick- TY. T. J C. are Robert Lee McKinbrought about becaufRof a shortage Fulton; Samuel Dean Campbell, mareHarvey Roper Binkley, son of ney and John Shannon Murphy.
of grain due to the drought. Con- son of S. E Campbell, Fulton; Mrs. Pearl Hinkley, Fulton; Wendel
ditions are certainly favorable for lioward Campbell, son of A. G. Chester Binkley, son of Mrs. C. D. DAIRY COWS BRING PROFIT
production in the feeding season Campbell, Fulton; Gilbert Wieting Binkley, Fulton; Edith Corinne
just ahead which began October 1," Chemae, son of J. W. Chemae, ter of Dr. D. L. Jones, Fulton;
Dairy cows in good condition may
Fulton; Joseph William Chemae, Martha Lou Kirkman, Hickman; produce profitably on roughage
he says.
allh of J. IA Chemae; John Allen Elizabeth Jane Lewis., daughter alone when grains are scarce and
Dunn,ion of E. A. Dunn, Fulton; of J. 0. Lewis, Fulton; Edward !, expensive without ill effects upon
Scientists say bees have a sign Paul AITIes Durbin, Fulton: Curtis Scott Lyon. Fulton: Martha Moore, the herd,
reports the Bureau of
language. Yes, when you sit on a it Hancc..k. son of S E. Hancock daughter of J. H. Moore. Fulton; Dairy
Industry of tha United States
,
bee he always come back with a Fulton; Eleanor Ruth Jones, daugh- James Robert Powers, son of J. E.. Departm
ent of Agriculture.
pointed remark.
, Kentucky. Lexington, when 3.525 Powers, Fulton; Warren Thompsen,
Sixteen registered Jerseys at the
son of F. A. Thempson, Fulton; Lewisberg Station in Tenness
ee al

Robert-Sottitis,
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10c TO ALL°

Sunday - Monday, Oct. 21 - 25
ADMISSION 10c-27c ON THIS PICTURE

- CRASHES
/". NEW FRONTIERS
OF ENTERTAINMENT
Leaping to flaming
life from tie suparb
novel by .Jam
Hilton!
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BING CROSBY
FRANCES FARMER
BOB BURNS
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FRIDAY and
SATURDA Y
OCTOBER 29 - 30
DOUBLE FEATURE
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IIIT NO 1

HIT NO 2

'OVER THE GOAL'
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as "Nuggin" Taylor, who risked love to save a hundred
men!
A skip anent* hoarmadd•n•d men and
,..,,,,.i 00 ef th.
c, m on
as oPowda.h," who took life choo, r.s•T
,b 0,0 cou'°g• to
in his stride until "Babsie" \
crossed his path!
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.... Romance
Spectacle
• ... from Henry Hathaway,
director of "lives of A Bengal Lancer" and "Trail of
The Lonesome Pine."
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October 27 - 28
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Big nays Ntarting

A SHIRLEY MORE GLORIOUS
THAN YOU HAVE
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FRANK CAPRA'S
Supiime Achievement
RONALD COLMAN

ORPHEUM

WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY
o(TOIKER 27 Mighty Drama of
Iron Men!
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b'ulton Youths Are
Students At U. 7'.
MARiIN. Tenn.—One graduate
front the high school at Fulton an
two graduates of the South Fulto:.
high schc:ol are now attending th,
University of Tennessee Junin:
College, which has a record en
rollrnent of 305 students this year
With forty -one Tennessee counties
including every county in Wes•
Ttnnessee, and two
Kentucky
counties represented at U. T. Jr.
Weakley county leads the enrollment with 61 students, followed by
!Gibson county with 23 representa! times andej8, jzom Crockett and
Obion co
iii.
The enrollment this fall is significant
agriculture,
home
economics, and industrial arts. The
enrollment for the past three years
in agriculture are as *allows: 91.
103, 120; in borne eclgtfrimics: 68,
' 80. 83: and in industrial arts: 0.
34. 44 The total in these three
, departments for the three-year

MALCO'S

- —

C. B. Travis. Hickman; Naylo,
Ward Burnette, son of C. N.
Burnette.- Fulton; and Graham
Wilkins. son of Lucian Wilkins,1
Fulton.

Watch for—' The tu ul Truth," Irene Dunne and
Cary Grant
Deanna liubbin—"100 Men and A Girl

T7tAN
..THEATRE5.

_

40

i.o.ed only legume hay and pas- 1 Bon. Although averaging from 200
Lute. In a year produced more to 300 imsundsi less in weight, the
than 00 per cent as much ni ilk, Jerseys consumed an average of 12
and butterfat as when on roughage pounds more roughage each month
with a full grain rionai
for each 100 pounds of weight.
In similar tests over a longer' Both breeds received only best
period. Holsteins also produced ! quality hay. AU cows were accusabove 60 per cent as mueh milk tomed to a roughage-alone ration
and butterfat when on a roughage before the feeding tests wree startration as when on a full-grain ra- ed.
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